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Table 1: Number of Daily Crimes the Four Intensity Levels in NYC

REGRESSION RESULTS
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• Sudden changes of crime numbers at the beginning of the months in different 

NTL intensity areas.  For example, in low intensity areas, crime frequencies 

rises significantly right on March 1st; however, in high intensity areas, it drops 

after entering march. 

• During the DST Transition in Winter, the number of crimes drops in low 

intensity areas and it rises in high intensity areas. However, as DST Transition in 

Winter occurs each year very close to the beginning of the month, it is 

ambiguous whether the change is a response to month effect or DST effect.

• Crime rates at the boundaries between other months in different intensity 

levels are relatively smooth. We observed the sudden change of crimes 

between February and March is the largest.

• We checked the crimes rates changes at the boundaries between months in 

the city of Chicago, and we also find the similar pattern.

• Crime Data: Individual Criminal Records (date, time, type, geolocation for each 

offense)

• From: New York City Police Department(NYPD) and Chicago Police Department’s 

Citizen law Enforcement Analysis and Reporting system.

• Nighttime Lighting Intensity(NTL Intensity): Estimated from the monthly satellite 

images of the night earth(from 2013 to 2018) 

• From the National Geographical Data Center (NGDC)  under the National Oceanic 

and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)
• The dataset contains monthly composites 

with average Day/Night Band(DNB) radiance. 

We calculate the night-time lighting(NTL) 

intensity for each crime through situating the 

latitude and the longitude into pixel 

coordinates, where the pixel size is 0.004 x 

0.004(degree2)(which is 0.46 x 0.46 km2 on 

the earth), and estimate the average pixel 

brightness of the cell in which the crime are 

located.

• Four Levels of NTL Intensity: For crimes in each 

year, we first sort the crimes according to their NTL 

intensities, then divide them equally into four 

groups and label them from Level 1 to Level 4. 

• Crimes in Level 1 occurred in the area  with 

lowest NTL intensity , and those in Level 4 

occurred occurred in the area 

with brighter nights.

WHAT MAKES THE DIFFERENCE?

INTRODUCTION
• Criminals prefer to do their work during the darkness. Both of natural daylight and 

artificial night lights could deter potential offenders by increasing the risk that they 

will be witnesses or recognized while committing crimes. But, are the two sources 

of light substitutes in crime deterrence?

• Daylight Saving Time(DST) transition was adapted to be an exogenous shock to 

daylight by Doleac and Sanders(2015) to study the daylight shifting effect on 

criminal activities. We further control the night light intensity effect and study the 

interaction effect of daylight and night light on crimes.

• We predict that when the night light in a place is bright enough, it would ’perfectly’ 

substitute the natural daylight, and there should not be much difference between 

committing a crime before or after the sun sets for offenders if other conditions 

stay the same.
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• Noon-to-midnight hours: hours between midday and midnight.

• The number of night-hours falls by one hour after DST during noon-to-

midnight period(right semicircle of the clock plate).
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KEY FINDINGS

Table 2: The Interaction Effect of Daylight and Nightlight on Crime  

• For each subplot, from up to bottom, the 
coefficients of interest for the five 
regression(simple regression, weekday 
effect controlled, temperature 
controlled, weather controlled, and 
regression on crimes occurred during the 
noon-to-midnight period) and their 
confidence intervals are displayed.

• The x-axis represents for the number of 
crimes changes after DST transition. For 
example,  the number of Assaults 
increased by around 15 after DST 
transition in 2014 Winter in areas with 
Level 1 NTL Intensity; but it decrease by 
around 5 to 10 in areas with Level 4 NTL 
Intensity.
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